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DANSKE DROP ZONE LANDS AT
BELFAST CITY AIRPORT
As the world begins to open up again, Danske Bank are there to help business and leisure travellers stay
connected with their new Danske Drop Zone at George Best Belfast City Airport. The dedicated digital hub
area offers hot-desking space, charging points and an environment in which travellers feel supported and
inspired to unlock their potential.
In support of their Drop Zone, Danske have employed a range of Out of Home formats throughout the
Airport, encouraging commuters to ‘Have a seat. Get charged up to go.’
Kevin Heavern, Head of Marketing at Danske Bank said “The Danske Drop Zone at Belfast City Airport is
not only a fantastic brand opportunity for us, it is also a physical example of one of the ways we’re helping
Northern Ireland grow again – in this case by supporting local infrastructure. The Danske Drop Zone has
been nearly 2 years in the making, having been put on hold in 2020 due to the pandemic, so we are very
excited to finally see it going live. The OOH around the airport counts down the number of steps travellers
have to go before they reach the Danske Drop Zone, where they can relax, or work, in comfort while getting
charged up to go.”
Media: Carat - Creative: Off The Wall Creative

- OOH Agency: PML NI
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TOURISM NI SUPPORTING
LOCAL BUSINESSES
In support of the Northern Ireland Executive’s Coronavirus recovery programme, Tourism Northern Ireland,
working alongside the Department for the Economy, launched a public information campaign with the
objective of encouraging consumers to use their £100 prepaid cards in local businesses to help stimulate
the community and give local traders a lift after what has been a very difficult 18 months.
The OOH plan was devised to ensure coverage was achieved across all of NI with an array of formats used
to strengthen stand out and increase exposure. A mix of large format digital, backlits and paper and paste
sites supported by roadside and retail digital panels worked to build frequency and support the message
across the Province.
Joanne McKendry, Director of Strategic Planning & Insight at Mammoth commented “It was essential that
this campaign was visible in all cities, towns and villages across N.I. and Outdoor advertising, through a
combination of formats, enabled us to complement our TV ads and deliver full provincewide spread and
visibility in every town and village high street. We exploited the full digital plant across Northern Ireland and
those formats, alongside the more traditional 96, 48 and 6 sheet panels, gave us maximum creative impact
and exposure. In total, we had over 225 panels in market over 4 weeks delivering 90% coverage of the NI
population and a frequency of 15, a truly unmissable campaign.”
Media: Mammoth - Creative: BBDO Dublin - OOH Agency: PML NI
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SPAR 12 DEALS OF CHRISTMAS
For many, this is the official start of the Christmas countdown – Spar 12 Deals of Christmas is underway!
Kicking off in cycle 20 and running for 12 weeks, we made use of our ECOS mapping system to ensure
Provincewide coverage was achieved and all Spar store locations were targeted using both 48 Sheets and
Adshel live formats where possible.
Craig Brown, Media Planner at Genesis Advertising remarked, “Spar deployed 48 sheets and Adshel Live
for their 12 Deals of Christmas campaign. Creatively, the large formats sites allowed us to showcase the
stand out deals each cycle whilst the flexibility of the Adshel Live meant the offers could be changed each
week over the 6 cycles in line with the promotional dates.’
Media and Creative: Genesis Advertising - OOH Agency: PML NI
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TG4 CELEBRATES 25TH ANNIVERSARY
WITH MAJOR NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
TG4 has launched a major new advertising campaign. Created by The Tenth Man the campaign is called
‘Eyes Wide’ (‘Súil Eile’) and celebrates 25 years of TG4 showcasing original Irish entertainment to Irish and
global audiences while looking to the future for this contemporary Irish multimedia brand.
The OOH, planned by Mediaworks and Source out of home encompasses Digital Bridges, Bus Supersides,
Adshel and Bus Shelters. In NI the campaign can be seen on Adshel Live and large format prestige backlit
billboards. The multiple designs feature among others Connemara native and Screen International Star of
Tomorrow 2020 Dónall Ó Héalai whose latest film Arracht has received critical acclaim at the box office,
Hector Ó hEochagáin and Donegal crooner Daniel O’Donnell.
Media: Mediaworks - Creative: The Tenth Man - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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After 18 months in which the travel industry has been devastated by
the pandemic, air travel across Northern Ireland is beginning to take off
again based on recent figures reported this month.
Belfast City Airport is showing signs of strong recovery with passenger
numbers in high growth and their increased route network reflecting the
demand. Belfast International Airport is also experiencing the sharpest
recovery of any regional airport in the UK according to David Bownes of
OSSA Media, who manage the Airport’s advertising opportunities.
With both Airports gearing up for their biggest Christmas since the
Pandemic hit, an opportunity exists to showcase brands, story tell and
really engage with consumers.

BELFAST AIRPORTS ARE TAKING OFF AGAIN WITH
INCREASED PASSENGER NUMBERS

Belfast City Airport headlines
o Currently serving 16 destinations across England, Scotland
and Wales
o Total route network of 18 destinations served by 6 airlines
o EasyJet has extended double daily operations to Gatwick
o Aer Lingus has increased its Heathrow schedule to 21 flights
per week, is flying double daily to Manchester and operates 11
flights per week to Edinburgh
o BA is extending its services to Glasgow, Leeds Bradford,
Birmingham & Exeter
o Aspire - the business lounge at BCA - is one of the best
performing lounges in UK
o Footfall has increased around the main concourse with meeters
and greeters allowed back into the terminal and numbers are
expected to continue growing as the festive period approaches.
Belfast International Airport headlines
o Easyjet has added additional domestic routes to service
demand and international passengers are doubling every
month as restrictions start to ease globally
o Domestic routes have increased to 70% of 2019 capacity
including new routes to Leeds Bradford & East Midlands
o International traffic is increasing weekly
o The Airport is currently seeing an average audience of around
11,000 passengers daily, a figure which has stabilised over the
past few months.
o Projected December passenger figures set to reach
approximately 550k for the 6 weeks from 15th Nov to 25th
Dec.
Get in touch with your PML Group account executive today for more
information on the array of opportunities available at our Airports and to
grab some ad space while you still can!
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Out \ Look on the Seven Principles of Marketing Communications
James Byrne

Marketing Manager, PML Group

Advertising at relevant moments was measured and reported in
two different ways (different moment/same creative and different
product/same moment) and when combined demonstrated a
+12% increase in average brain response. For participants who
viewed identical creative at a more relevant moment, average
brain response increased by +14%.

Tom Roach, the renowned brand and communications strategist and VP
Brand Planning at Jellyfish Global recently wrote in Marketing Week on
the seven principles of effective marketing communication. His starting
point was that the focus in our industry is often on the new and evolving
technologies that facilitate commercial communication rather than the
underlying values that underpin effective exchange of ideas.
Here I take those principles and look that them from an OOH
perspective.

The most important tech of all
Tom opens with the brain. He argues that developments in
communication technology are really just software while the human
brain is the hardware they all have to run on. It governs our primitive
physical and emotional drives, our motivations, memories and decision
making.
Psychologist and economist Daniel Kahneman outlined the two systems
of mental processes that govern all human behaviour and decision
making. System 1 is quick, intuitive, automatic, lazy and effortless, and
governs the vast majority of our decisions and behaviour. System 2 is
slower, more conscious, more deliberative and more effortful, and is
responsible for only a tiny minority of our behaviour.
From an OOH perspective, last year saw the publications of a landmark
three-stage research, “The Moments of Truth”, which revealed the
impact contextually relevant messaging has in delivering Digital Out of
Home campaign effectiveness. The pioneering study by Clear Channel,
JCDecaux UK and Posterscope proved moments and content relevance
in Digital Out of Home campaigns increase consumer brain response,
ad recall, brand / creative rating and sales response.

The brain response element of the research, conducted by
leading Neuroscience research company, Neuro-Insight, aimed
to expand understanding of advertising at relevant moments, and
why content featuring individual dynamic data triggers, such as
location or live updates, is more effective at driving increased
levels of brain response. Using the established Neuroscience
technique of Steady State Topography (SST), the research
measured the brain responses of more than 160 people who
were exposed to content across numerous different brand
categories on a full-size portrait DOOH screen and revealed the
following:
Displaying a brand or product ad at the right moment (either by
time/day of week)
• An average +12% increase in brain response when
displaying a ‘brand’ or ‘product’ communication at the
most relevant moment

For example, a category like Alcohol, viewed on a Monday to
Wednesday weekday morning (less relevant moment) vs. a Friday/
Saturday afternoon (more relevant moment). Or a business to
consumer brand being viewed on a weekday morning (more
relevant moment) vs. a Friday/Saturday afternoon (less relevant
moment). Participants viewing very similar creative, but with the
product adapted to be more relevant to the moment, increased
average brain response by +10%.
For example, a supermarket/food brand featuring a “ready meal”
product image viewed on a Friday/Saturday afternoon (less
relevant product) vs. a “roast dinner” product image (more relevant
product). The same process was repeated on a Monday to
Wednesday morning with the relevant products now switched. i.e.
“ready meal” more relevant on a weekday.
The largest increase was seen for the brain metric of Approach
which is a measure of positive emotion. For this brain metric, when
identical content was viewed at a more relevant moment it elicited
a +248% stronger response.
Displaying unique and relevant content based on either the time,
location, weather or a live update in time.
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Out \ Look on the Seven Principles of Marketing Communications

James Byrne

Marketing Manager, PML Group

• An average +18% increase in brain response when
displaying content that was relevant using either the
location, the weather, the time or a live update as the
stimulus trigger.
The research proved that across each of the four dynamic triggers
(location, weather, time, live updates), average brain response was
higher for test content with a relevant call out vs identical control
content that did not feature an explicit call out.
Different triggers elicit responses in different areas of the
brain

The most significant increase in brain response was identified
when creative was seen at both the relevant moment AND with
explicit reference to dynamic content.

A key learning in our understanding of relevant content was
that while all dynamic content elicited a stronger brain response
This combined effect is logical, as individually, relevant moments
(average +18%) than its non-dynamic counterpart, the area of the and relevant content both stimulate the brain at a higher level - so
brain where these differences were observed varied significantly
one would naturally expect the combination of the two to illicit
depending on the dynamic content in question.
stronger effects.
Another significant learning was the benefits of using multiple
dynamic content at different exposures which helped to maintain
higher levels of brain response and reduced wear-out by 1/3.
Exposure to multiple, differing pieces of dynamic content resulted
in lower levels of ad wear-out when compared to viewing the
same non-dynamic content multiple times. The neuroscience
explanation is that the variations in the content act as a way of
“re-engaging the brain” with new information.
The combination of the above – or the ‘nirvana state’ equals the
correct application of content and moment.
• An average +32% increase in brain response when
displaying most relevant content at the most relevant
moment.

The brain metric of Approach, which is a measure of positive
emotion, saw the largest effect. When relevant content (e.g.
featuring a location call out) was viewed at a more relevant
moment, it elicited a 6.8 x stronger level of Approach – showing
that this added level of relevance increases positive emotional
response.
Introduced by PML Group to the Irish media market, Liveposter
is the digital platform that enables brands to maximise the value
of digital Out of Home advertising by using dynamic creative
to engage consumers with the right message at the right time.
Liveposter automates the deployment of a campaign across
multiple media networks from a single platform, reducing costs
for brands by removing the need to manage campaigns on an
individual media owner basis. It is a real time content management
system i.e. the process of configuring an ad from data instructions.

Many of the learnings derived from The Moments of Truth tie in
with Roach’s seven pillars.
1 Reach
In adopting the premise that a brand’s growth is driven primarily by
acquiring new and light buyers rather than by driving loyalty from
existing heavy customers, Roach proposes that the focus should
be on reaching as many people as possible. This fits with Byron
Sharp’s view that brands grow by focusing on new customer
acquisition, driven by increasing mental and physical availability,
resulting in behaviourally loyal buyers.
Out of Home is always on, no clutter, no filter, no off switch. Pure
advertising. Roadside locations in particular generates message
contacts 24/7 across the course of a campaign in the perfect
environment with a national platform with an urban focus. It
effectively wags the long tail.
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2 Attention
As Roach says, no communication ever exists in beautiful isolation.
Cutting through the clutter in a challenge for every marketer.
However compelling OOH displays can stand out, draw the eye
and fill ‘dead time’ even among today’s connected consumer.

James Byrne

Marketing Manager, PML Group

where it can make a play on this strength in communications.

In today’s smartphone infiltrated world, the way people consume
media is constantly changing, and as mobile and digital media
become more saturated, OOH can intercept consumers. Using
smart data-led planning and buying, OOH can cut-through the
noise, earning consumers attention to seek out relevant brands
through mobile.
A study from Kantar Millard Brown found that the more messages
you try and communicate the less likely you are to land any
individual message.

OOH has always been a powerful creative experience. It can
be bold, provocative, surprising, or delightful, driving consumers
online to share experiences or show support, to obtain information,
products, or services right there and then, in that very moment.
Supporting this finding, Research published in the Journal of
Advertising Research shows ads with two message elements
3. Creativity
are 21% more likely to be noticed than ads with five message
This is another courageous example – where negative space
Creative has repeatedly been found to be among, if not the,
elements.
creates a positive reaction. Colours, typeface and half a tagline is
strongest driver of sales and profitability. OOH is a pure play
all that’s required when the brand’s prior brand communications
medium without editorial or prior purchase barriers. To paraphrase 4. Distinctiveness
were consistently distinctive.
Robert Fleege, a poster ad is finished only when you no longer
In Byron Sharp’s seminal ‘How Brands Grow’ he discusses how for
can find a single element to remove. He also opined that the
a brand element to become a distinctive brand asset it needs to:
biggest mistake in designing for outdoor is to mistake outdoor for
• Be unique and distinctive – the element must make
print advertising. Leo Burnett was also an advocate of the less
your target audience think of your brand, and not your
is more narrative; “Make it simple. Make it memorable. Make it
competitors.
inviting to look at. Make it fun to read.”
• Stand out – attract attention of your target audience and
stand out from the crowd.
• Be well-known – enough of your target audience must
associate the brand element with your business to make
it a valuable asset.
Roach gives the best in class example of McDonald’s which has
so successfully built on its branding strategy to be in a position
9
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5. Consistency
Being consistently distinctive suggests evolution rather than
revolution in terms of medium term brand communications.
Creating brand memories in the minds of consumers is no easy
task and dropping previously successful assets can result in lower
saliency, confusion and apathy. If you have to change the bath
water remember to keep the baby.

James Byrne

Marketing Manager, PML Group

Nevertheless, certain components of ads have been shown
to enhance the chances of generating an emotive effect. Our
Creative Elements research study has shown that optimising
6 simple elements will enhance OOH creative performance on
brand & advertising metrics.

7. Motivation
As Roach says, ‘emotion’ is actually not what motivates people in
communication. Motivation is aided by including something that
reinforces what the brand helps you to achieve.

In terms of emotion, the presence of humour and/or people was
shown to significantly drive brand effect. The presence of people
(or animals) in advertising, sponsorship or other communications
can help personify a brand. This can especially be the case for
relatively intangible services such as for example, insurance or
broadband providers. The study found a brand perception spikes
of +17% “is personal” in terms of rational creative rating and a
+50% is “caring” for emotional creative rating where a person or
people is present. Humour drove advocacy increase net promoter
scores by an average of 11% while consideration was boosted
by 7%. Creating a smile in the mind affects not only the viewer
but those around them. Memorability meets psychology with the
humour effect, which is a cognitive bias that causes people to
remember information better when they perceive it as humorous.

Our recent React study found that well over half of consumers say
that in the past twelve months Out of Home advertising has:
• Helped me discover a new brand
• Increased my favourability of a brand
• Influenced my decision to buy a product or service

According to Les Binet brand building produces a long-term
preference for your brands and products. It produces a much
stronger long-term sales stream, much fatter margins, more
revenue, more free-cash-flow in the long term and, therefore,
more profit and shareholder value.
6. Emotion
As Roach underlines, communications that evoke strong
emotional responses have a wide variety of benefits. He advises
us to think of Roach advises that emotion as a consumer
response to communication, not an executional input into it.

OOH’s ability to deliver innovation at scale and layer on relevance
and context, and to amplify online and other media means it is
delivering sophisticated mass marketing solutions for brands.
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2022 OOH Cycle Calendar
1

3rd Jan - 16th Jan

10

9th May - 22nd May

19

12th Sept - 25th Sept

2

17th Jan - 30th Jan

11

23rd May - 5th Jun

20

26th Sept - 9th Oct

3

31st Jan - 13th Feb

12

6th Jun - 19th Jun

21

10th Oct - 23rd Oct

4

14th Feb - 27rd Feb

13

20th Jun - 3rd Jul

22

24th Oct - 6th Nov

5

28th Feb - 13th Mar

14

4th Jul - 17th Jul

23

7th Nov - 20th Nov

6

14th Mar - 27th Mar

15

18th Jul - 31st Jul

24

21st Nov - 4th Dec

7

28th Mar - 10th Apr

16

1st Aug - 14th Aug

25

5th Dec - 18th Dec

8

11th Apr - 24th Apr

17

15th Aug - 28th Aug

26

19th Dec - 1st Jan

9

25th Apr - 8th May

18

29th Aug - 11th Sept

Location Based Marketing

pmlgroup-ni.com
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TOP CATEGORIES

SEPTEMBER 2021 CYCLES 18 - 20

£K

£200K

£400K

£600K

£800K

£1000K

Retail Outlets
Tourism & Travel
Finance
Beers & Ciders
QSR
Political & Advisory
Soft Drinks
Industry & Commerce
Telecoms
Entertainment
Food
Jewellery
Wines & Spirits
Energy

Roadside
All figures based on display value at rate card.

Retail

Travel

1 Retail Outlets

£815k

9 Telecoms

2 Tourism & Travel

£690k

10 Entertainment

£202k

3 Finance

£639k

11 Food

£172k

4 Beers & Ciders

£599k

12 Jewellery

£152k

5 QSR

£463k

13 Wines & Spirits

£147k

6 Political & Advisory

£429k

14 Energy

£141k

7 Soft Drinks

£332k

15 Motor Trade

£139k

8 Industry & Commerce

£293k

£284k
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TOP CAMPAIGNS

SEPTEMBER 2021 CYCLES 18 - 20
£K

£50K

£100K

£150K

£200K

Guinness 0.0
Tourism NI
Danske Bank - Mortgages
Carlsberg Pilsner
AXA Insurance
Translink - Corporate
Brennans Bread
EE - Comp Strikes
Lunn's Jewellers
EUROSPAR - Tesco Price Match
Barista Bar
AbbeyAutoline
McDonald's - McCafe
McDonald's - Fancy a McDonald's
Lucozade Energy
Roadside

All figures based on display value at rate card.

Retail

Travel

1 Guinness 0.0

£181k

9 Lunn's Jewellers

2 Tourism NI

£166k

10 EUROSPAR - Tesco Price Match £106k

3 Danske Bank - Mortgages

£162k

11 Barista Bar

£81k

4 Carlsberg Pilsner

£157k

12 AbbeyAutoline

£80k

5 AXA Insurance

£146k

13 McDonald's - McCafe

£79k

6 Translink - Corporate

£136k
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McDonald's Fancy a McDonald's

£75k

7 Brennans Bread

£131k

15 Lucozade Energy

8 EE - Comp Strikes

£117k

£109k

£74k
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